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AUDIENCE
• Young adult—with crossover
• Fantasy readers of all ages
• Readers of magical realism—those 

seeking greater depth and meaning 
than the typical fantasy novel

• Readers of mythology and 
metaphysical topics

ONLINE

www.rscottboyer.com

TEMPLE OF ETERNITY
Bobby Ether Series Book Two

byby R. Scott Boyer R. Scott Boyer
DESCRIPTION

Deep in the rain forests of Guatemala, an ancient Mayan temple holds a mythical secret. The 
legendary Fountain of Youth lies within, but not all myths are fairy tales. The temple ruins have been 
seized by the Core, a sinister cult determined to unlock the mysteries of immortality. When their 
captured friends are spotted near the temple, Bobby and his cousin Jinx must journey into the dark 
heart of the jungle to save them. Harnessing their extraordinary abilities, the boys will undertake 
an epic quest to fulfill a centuries-old prophecy. Cut off from their allies, Bobby and Jinx combat 
supernatural barriers, raging rivers, and deadly beasts. They’ll face savage natives, vengeful ghosts, 
and ruthless mercenaries who can conjure a person’s darkest fears. Past and present will collide, 
with the power of eternity on the line. Can Bobby fulfill the prophecy and lay the temple’s spirits to 
rest? If not, Bobby and his friends may become permanent inhabitants of the Temple of Eternity.

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Stand-alone sequel to Book One, an IBPA Ben Franklin Silver Medalist
• Plenty of early praise from the reviewer pool
• Heavy crossover potential to adult market based on multiple mature story lines
• Contains powerful themes not found in common fantasy novels including historical myths, 

inner growth,  and self-discovery.

MARKETING
• The book is being featured in the bookseller RAMP catalog as well as several early 

promotions and giveaways that include copies of Book One.
• Dalitopis has produced an exciting video book trailer to accompany all promotion.
• The author/publisher will hold a virtual release party in addition to submitting the book to 

multiple review and book award sites.
• The author will utilize social media including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and 

Goodreads to promote the book.
• The author will conduct a virtual book tour—YA Bound Book Tours, Xpresso Book Tours, 

Book Buzz and Silver Dagger Tours

AUTHOR BIO 

Scott Boyer Scott Boyer began his journey as an author in 2008, when he 
became fascinated with the idea of blending young adult fantasy with spiritual 
fiction. This exploration led to his debut novel, Bobby Ether and the Jade 
Academy, which won the 2020 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Silver Medal for 
Fiction. Scott graduated from the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley 
in 1996. Raised in Santa Monica, CA, he now lives in the South Bay area.


